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Uninformed Consent - Official Full Documentary Release - Watch Now!

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The documentary above, “Uninformed Consent,”  takes a deep dive into the COVID-19 narrative

— who’s controlling it and how fear was (and continues to be) used to push novel, unproven gene

transfer technology onto, and into, people of all ages, and the simultaneous theft of private wealth

and the destruction of small businesses, across the globe.

The Klm is written and directed by Todd Michael Harris (Matador Films). Odessa Orlewicz, a pro-

freedom activist in British Columbia and founder of the Canadian social media platform Librti, and

Ted Kuntz, retired psychotherapist and president of Vaccine Choice Canada, co-produced the Klm.

Weaving in and out of the heart-wrenching story of one man’s loss, interviews with doctors and

scientists explores the loss of human rights in the name of biosecurity, and how the “elite class”

proKt from it all.

Interspersed are compilations of media lies and the bewilderingly contradictory dictates of

government oTcials, as well as footage from protests and examples of people collapsing on live

television after getting the jab.

The COVID jabs are a crime against humanity, and it’s a crime in progress. For many who are

aware of what’s going on, everyday reality is like watching an intentional, slow-motion train wreck.

Divide and Conquer

As noted by B.C. physician Dr. Stephen Malthouse, who is interviewed in the Klm, “divide and

conquer” is an age-old war strategy. During Hitler’s reign, anti-Semitism was normalized through

propaganda in which Jews were likened to “lice,” and were accused of carrying typhus. The same

exact strategy was used during the COVID pandemic.

“ Those who dutifully wore their face masks and
got the jab were hailed as good and moral citizens,
while the rest were labeled as murderous, disease-
carrying, amoral egotists, who’d by their
selfishness forfeited their right to life.”

Irrational hatred against anti-maskers, “anti-lockdowners” and “anti-vaxxers” was relentlessly

fueled and “normalized” by government oTcials, health authorities and media, right from the

start.

Those who dutifully wore their face masks and got the jab were hailed as good and moral citizens,

while the rest were labeled as murderous, disease-carrying, amoral egotists, who’d by their

selKshness forfeited their right to life.

Family members were pitted against family members. Friends against friends. Coworkers against

coworkers. Employers against employees. Most of us who opted out of this grand genetic

experiment have been shunned and berated by people we love.

Adding insult to injury, we all paid for this abuse. Billions of taxpayer dollars were spent on

propaganda, anti-vax harassment and pro-vax advertising. The pain of this intentional divide and

conquer strategy was too great to bear for many.

Bullied to Death

The personal story that Harris returns to again and again throughout the Klm is that of a grieving

husband whose wife committed suicide. She suffered relentless bullying and harassment from

coworkers and superiors for refusing the jab, and when she was Knally placed on unpaid leave,

she took her own life.

How many suicides are the pandemic puppet masters and their brainwashed minions responsible

for? Nobody knows, but it’s likely quite a few. And make no mistake: The hateful rhetoric fed into

everyone’s brains and acted out by the weak-minded was intended to cause harm.

It was intended to cause distress, and many now carry the cross of having bullied someone to

death, whether they’re aware of it or not. Sadly, many have not yet learned their lesson, and efforts

to demonize certain groups continues. Now, the targeted opposition are those who ask questions

that Big Pharma and government refuse to answer, or point out blatant contradictions in the

narrative.

Most ‘Conspiracy Theories’ Are Conspiracy Facts

Terms like “conspiracy theorist” and “conspiracy theory” are applied to everything and everyone

who questions the oTcial and clearly ridiculous narrative. And, the demonization continues even

as so-called “conspiracies” are repeatedly shown to be true.

For example, the suspicion that we’d be forced to take these gene therapy shots multiple times a

year, for years on end, was labeled a “conspiracy theory,” yet it didn’t take long before boosters

were rolled out, and now they’re coming out with shots for newer variants as well, which will result

in another round of shots.

Similarly, “conspiracy theorists” warned that people who got the jab would have to continue

getting boosters or lose their precious “fully vaccinated” status, and that’s exactly what happened.

In fact, the concept of vaccine passports being used to shut people out of everyday society was

initially dismissed as a paranoid conspiracy theory, yet it didn’t take long before governments

were doing exactly that.

“Conspiracy theorists” also warned that the COVID jab didn’t prevent infection or spread, and that

too is now an indisputable fact. As of early February 2022, Israel reported that 80% of serious

COVID cases were among the fully vaccinated.

“Conspiracy theorists” warned that giving the experimental shot to teens and young children

would be unconscionably dangerous, as they have a negligible risk for COVID complications, and

now even mainstream media from time to time admit that teens and young adults are suffering

above normal rates of heart incammation.

Between January 2021 and August 2022 (a period of 19 months), at least 1,249 athletes have

suffered cardiac arrest or collapse, and 847 have died after COVID injection, worldwide.

Historically, the annual average of sudden death in athletes was between 29  and 69.

Pandemic Responses Scrutinized

“Uninformed Consent” scrutinizes many of the elements of the pandemic response, such as the

irrational idea that early treatment for COVID-19 is nonexistent and/or futile, and the equally

irrational idea that the only solution is to inject everyone on the planet with an experimental

product, without regard for individual levels of risk.

In interviews with doctors and scientists — such as Dr. Robert Malone, Dr. Peter McCullough, B.C.

family physicians Dr. Stephen Malthouse and Dr. Charles Hoffe, Dr. Tess Laurie and government

drug policy researcher Alan Cassels — Harris shines a bright light on the medical establishment’s

sudden wholesale abandonment of the Hippocratic Oath.

He also looks at the lawless culture of the drug industry and its capture of regulatory agencies

and media — a development that has effectively eliminated any protection the public would have

had, and should have, from predatory behavior and dangerous products. Harris also reviews:

The history of informed consent and why coercion and mandates violate this most basic and

essential public health principle.

Injuries from the COVID jab and other childhood vaccines, and the history of vaccine-injury

denialism.

The corrupted individuals, organizations and networks behind the pandemic measures,

including the central roles of Dr. Anthony Fauci and Bill Gates in the suppression of science

and life-saving treatments.

The massive concicts of interest between Big Pharma, the agencies that regulate them and

politicians who create our laws.

The collusion between private entities and governments to bring forth global totalitarianism

under the banner of biosecurity.

I hope you’ll take the time to watch “Uninformed Consent,” and share it with others. Harris

speciKcally tried, he says, to create a Klm that would help open the eyes and minds of those who

still cannot see what’s happening, or don’t fully believe what they’re seeing.

Resources for Those Injured by the COVID Jabs

To close things out with something that is not covered in this Klm, if you for whatever reason got

one or more jabs and suffered an injury, know there are good doctors and scientists working on

solutions.

First and foremost, never ever take another COVID booster, another mRNA gene therapy shot or

regular vaccine. You need to end the assault on your system. The same goes for anyone who has

taken one or more COVID jabs and had the good fortune of not experiencing debilitating side

effects.

Your health may still be impacted long-term, so don’t take any more shots. When it comes to

treatment, there still aren’t many doctors who know what to do, although I suspect we’ll see more

doctors specializing in COVID jab injuries in the future.

Doctors who have started tackling the treatment of COVID jab injuries in earnest include Dr.

Michelle Perro (DrMichellePerro.com), whom I’ve interviewed on this topic. Perro is a pediatrician

who over the past couple of years has also started treating adults injured by the jab. Another is Dr.

Pierre Kory (DrPierreKory.com).

Both agree that eliminating the spike protein your body is now continuously producing is a primary

task. Perro’s preferred remedy for this is hydroxychloroquine, while Kory typically uses ivermectin.

Both of these drugs bind and thereby facilitate the removal of spike protein.

Kory also believes there may be ways to boost the immune system to allow it to degrade and

eventually remove the spike from your cells naturally, over time. One of the strategies he

recommends for this is TRE (time restricted eating), which stimulates autophagy, a natural

cleaning process that eliminates damaged, misfolded and toxic proteins. Another strategy that

can do the same thing would be sauna therapy.

As a member of the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC), Kory helped develop the

FLCCC’s post-vaccine treatment protocol called I-RECOVER. Since the protocol is continuously

updated as more data becomes available, your best bet is to download the latest version straight

from the FLCCC website at covid19criticalcare.com  (hyperlink to the correct page provided

above).

Other Helpful Treatments and Remedies

In previous articles, I’ve also covered a number of treatments and remedies that can be helpful for

COVID jab injuries, such as:

• Hyperbaric oxygen therapy, especially in cases involving stroke, heart attack, autoimmune

diseases and/or neurodegenerative disorders. To learn more, see “Hyperbaric Therapy — A

Vastly Underused Treatment Modality.”

• Pharmaceutical grade methylene blue, which improves mitochondrial respiration and aid in

mitochondrial repair. At 15 to 20 milligrams a day, it could potentially go a long way toward

resolving some of the fatigue many suffer post-jab.

It may also be helpful in acute strokes. The primary contraindication is if you have a G6PD

deKciency (a hereditary genetic condition), in which case you should not use methylene blue

at all. To learn more, see “The Surprising Health BeneOts of Methylene Blue.”

• Near-infrared light, as it triggers production of melatonin in your mitochondria  where you

need it most. By mopping up reactive oxygen species, it too helps improve mitochondrial

function and repair. Natural sunlight is 54.3% infrared radiation,  so this treatment is

available for free. For more information, see “What You Need to Know About Melatonin.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,004 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The Hippocratic Oath has become the Oath of Hypocrisy.
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Your recection is very correct. Instead of assuring themselves and their patients that they "will not give anyone a deadly drug if
asked, nor will I make a suggestion about it." Lovers of Rockefeller Medicine have taken a more sinister part of the oath seriously. "To
hold him who has taught me this art as equal to my parents and to live my life in partnership with him, and if he is in need of money
to give him a share of mine." www.physocean.icm.csic.es/science+society/lectures/illustrations/lectu..  In sharing money with his
teachers, that is where the Hippocratic Oath can be manipulated to become hypocritical and fatal to patients and medicine becomes
money.

There we entered the Rockefeller medical school a medicine of transmitting only knowledge based on power and money, without a
soul. Unfortunately, any allopathic medicine is marked by the education of the Rockefeller school, although all the doctors who
embrace it limit themselves to following the protocols imposed by BigPhsrma. We must recognize that the acceptance and
adoration of the leaders of the Great Reset and the globalist elite that represents them, is synonymous with subordination, and the
recection of the decline and degradation of the individual and society governed and manipulated by a Power elite, equally decadent
and degraded, who sees in his subject the irresponsible and foolish person who must be directed and used at all times of his life. If
survival in life is subordinated to obedience and this encourages servitude, it will end with the will of the individual, society will end
up admitting all degrading options.
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Accurate assessments, self serving agendas excluding most anything related to promoting health.
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This article by Dr. Mercola is interviewed by Maria Zeee of “The Shift”. Mercola says: “I am in the process of writing my new book
and the Krst chapter will be all about how Rockefeller captured the U.S. medical system over a century ago through a very clever
campaign to clean up many problems it had in the 19th century. In 1902, Rockefeller set out to shift the medical industry toward
using oil-derived pharmaceuticals instead. To that end, the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research was established in 1901,
headed up by Dr. Simon Flexner who, at the time, was a professor of experimental pathology at the University of Pennsylvania.” The
Flexner Report, published in 1910, paved the way for Rockefeller to completely overhaul the American medical system.

The result of this report is that virtually every natural medical therapy was criminalized and all practitioners were put out of business
and replaced with “scientiKc” doctors. This was the very beginning of “trust the science”. Natural remedies and ancient effective
cures were dismissed as quackery. The only medicines deemed reputable were patentable synthetic drugs, invented in the oil cartel’s
own research centers. HOW MEDICINE WAS CORRUPTED: DIFFICULT TIMES AHEAD — HOW TO BREAK FREE FROM THE SYSTEM
www.globalresearch.ca/how-medicine-corrupted-diTcult-times-ahead-how..  (July 29, 2022)
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So true!! I can't wait for Dr. Mercola's new book to come out. A tell-all of how modern medicine came to be; how natural cures and
remedies and the practitioners were demonized and/or wiped out. "Miracle-cure" devices were destroyed in the early part of the
1900's so that so-called "modern" medicine could prevail. The beginnings of Big Pharma destroyed anything and anyone it could that
was in the way of them making huge proKts; and fooling the public that what they were selling was the best. My distrust of Big
Pharma and so-called modern medicine worked in my favor as i have not and will not take of any of the jabs.

Thank the Lord that i have been on the natural healing path for the past 25 years. Praise God! There was NO doubt that i was not
going to take the Covid jabs. Unfortunately, i know ppl who have; and have either died or gotten injured by it. Keep up all your
wonderful work Dr. Mercola. Pam Popper with her Make Americans Free Again (MAFA) is Kghting the good Kght also here from
central Ohio. makeamericansfreeagain.com
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The play on words between Hippocratic and hypocritical has been featured before but highlighting it again is certainly relevant to the
current state of medicine. As a truth seeker, however, you will have encountered some thorny issues in the course of your
researches. Rather than just sound bites, it would be interesting to know how you arrived at your conclusion? My own researches
reveal medical graduates are not obliged to take the original oath in every school; in the UK its interpretation has been the subject of
debate in the House of Lords, leading to a revision of the wording. In spite of statistical evidence that medical error rather than
intentional harm is the leading cause of threats to health, I still feel some empathy for the profession, caught as they are between a
Rock(efeller) and a hard place.

I do not envy them but at the same time concede that ignorance is no excuse and killing people was once held to be illegal in
civilised societies. Take for example the issue of abortion. Originally it was a question of saving the mother’s life if threatened by
pregnancy. Now it seems in some states at least to be available on demand up to a certain number of weeks - presumably depending
at what stage the foetus is considered to be a sentient being.

But how do we know exactly when it becomes sentient? The “Krst do no harm” principle seems impossible to achieve here no matter
how loudly the women’s lib front shout “my body, my choice”. The truth can be a bit murky at times, truthseeker. How to apply the
Hippocratic Oath here, as logically you must do harm in order to end a pregnancy.
www.statnews.com/2021/08/04/medical-errors-accidents-ongoing-preventab..  pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/6608671
 www.gmc-uk.org/ethical-guidance/ethical-guidance-for-doctors/good-medi..
 www.gmc-uk.org/-/media/documents/report-of-sir-keith-pearsons-review-o..
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These are also facts of the medicine born from the power of Rockefeller, of the medicine of hypocrisy and of the "vaccines" of death.
reporting the lethality of mRNA vaccines in two articles by Robert W Malone MD, MS. Dr. Theo Schetters is an exceptional, talented
and highly respected vaccinologist. Dr. Schetters obtained an MD from the University of Nijmegen in the Netherlands and received a
Visiting Scientist Award from the Royal Society (London) for work on malaria immunology at the National Institute for Medical
Research in Mill Hill, London. (United Kingdom). From 1988 to 2014 he worked at Intervet International (Boxmeer, the Netherlands).

In 2004 he received the Medal of Honor from the Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Montpellier 1 in France and received the
Professeur Invit in recognition of his contribution to long-standing collaborative research with the University's Cellular and Molecular
Biology Laboratory (director Prof. Andre Gorencot). As promised in the previous sub-stack post titled "The Data Don't Lie: mRNA
Vaccines and Correlation with All-Cause Mortality," Dr. Schetters has now provided a more comprehensive analysis and disclosure of
the data he revealed.

briecy during our previous podcast. Below are copies of the slides from this current presentation. CORONAVAX SAFETY IN THE
NETHERLANDS. Dr. Theo Schetters' survey of public data from the NL and Ontario, Canada
rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/coronavax-safety-in-the-netherlands?utm_sour..  Robert W Malone MD, MS. 3 hr ago DATA DOESN'T
LIE: MRNA-VACCINES AND CORRELATION TO ALL-CAUSE MORTALITY. Marlies Dekkers speaks with with Drs. Robert Malone and
Theo Schetters rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../data-doesnt-lie-mrna-vaccines-and  Robert W Malone MD, MS. Aug 2
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There is also an in-depth book by Dr Peter Gotzsche (2017) called "Deadly Medicines and Organized Crime. How Big Pharma has
corrupted health care." ISBN 978-1-84619-884-7. Foreword was written by Richard Smith, former editor of BMJ. (You may have to
Knd it off-amazon...I use Edward Hamilton, abebooks, Chelsea, etc....). There is also "Murder by Injection" by Eustace Mullins. And
dozens of small treatises by people such as Vernon Coleman (https://www.vernoncoleman.com/ ) who has been censored
relentlessly since this "covidiot theater" started. Bless all of you for continuing to search out the truth.
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Documentary: ‘Uninformed Consent’
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

The documentary “Uninformed Consent” takes a deep dive into the COVID-19 narrative — who’s controlling it and how fear was used to push

novel, unproven gene transfer technology onto, and into, people of all ages

*

Weaving in and out of the heart-wrenching story of one man’s loss, interviews with doctors and scientists explore the loss of human rights in

the name of biosecurity, and how the “elite class” proKt from it all

*

“Divide and conquer” — creating division among people — is an age-old war strategy. During Hitler’s reign, anti-Semitism was normalized

through propaganda in which Jews were likened to “lice” and were accused of carrying infectious disease. The same tactic was used during

the COVID pandemic

*

The personal story that is returned to again and again throughout the Klm is that of a grieving husband, whose wife committed suicide. She

suffered relentless bullying and harassment from coworkers and superiors for refusing the jab, and when she was Knally placed on unpaid

leave, she took her own life

*

The Klm reviews the medical establishment’s wholesale abandonment of the Hippocratic Oath, the lawless culture of the drug industry and its

capture of regulatory agencies and media, the history of informed consent and why coercion and mandates violate this basic public health

principle, vaccine injuries and vaccine-injury denialism, the behind-the-scenes corruption that led to the suppression of science and early

treatment, and more

*
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arnopi1
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#Cabochon. My body, my choice. It's not their body that they kill, but the body of another human being *inside* their body. The
former would be suicide, the latter is homicide. Big difference.
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It's great to see all the alternative video platforms shooting up like mushrooms, such as
odysee.com/@Fingerbob:c/Uninformed-Consent--OTcial-Full-Documentary-..
 rumble.com/v1frkwp-matador-Klms-uninformed-consent-documentary-an-in-..  www.bitchute.com/.../WMIYo8LdEg8Q  and now librti.com.
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Important! Please move this up.
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Thanks for sharing the links!
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On August 20, a compelling line-up of international speakers will travel to Nuremberg to commemorate the 75th Anniversary of The
Nuremberg Code. Now of all times, in its jubilee year, this achievement of mankind is facing the greatest hardship since it was
written. WATCH the historical event LIVE at 7am EST | 1pm CET | 4am PST or catch the replay. Speakers include CHD President Mary
Holland, CHD Africa Executive Director Shabnam Palesa Mohamed, Dr. Tess Lawrie, Martin Michealis, SteT Bresnik, Rolf Kron +
more. For more information visit the 75th Anniversary website www.xn--75jahre-nrnberger-kodex-kpc.de  THE NUREMBERG CODE:
75TH ANNUAL COMMEMORATION live.childrenshealthdefense.org/75th-commemoration-of-the-nuremberg-co..  (08/20/22)
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Thanks for posting those links. The video is not playing for me here and about 15 minutes in on the librty platform it stops and librty
wants you to join or you can not Knish watching it.
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Joined On 8/10/2022 4:35:36 PM
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I’m so grateful for you and your teams. I’m so fearful. I can’t believe everything that has happened. I was let go for being unvaxxed and for
speaking out. I just cant even wrap my head around the past and now I’m here on this site. I am in shock when I look back. I wish so much..
I wish it was all conspiracies. Everyone i know in my family got the jab. I hope they don’t die. If they do I’ll die too
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My heart goes out to you. I have a very tiny family & almost all are jabbed also. My only brother, who used to be my best friend won’t
talk to me because I am not jabbed. He bought into the lie of asymptomatic spread & was afraid to be near me although I haven’t had
even a cold in years. I got angry & we had words & now we don’t talk. The rest of my family lives very far away so I don’t see them.
This has changed the world & our lives, not for the better. I hope your family is ok. You know there was talk of “ how bad is my batch,”
so there is hope that some people got very low doses. You might want to look that up. I take Dr. Mercola’s Vitamin D3 with K2 along
with other supplements & I am doing great. I am a senior citizen so I am supposedly in a high risk group. I don’t have any health
issues. Not overweight. I wish you all the best.
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It is a priority to overcome fear and combat mass training psychosis which is a form of brainwashing and mind control by the deep
state media. This media imposes a hypnosis on the masses to believe that there is a terrifying "virus" coating in the air, and the only
way to stop it is by wearing a mask and getting "vaccinated"; Otherwise, you could die a horrible death while endangering your own
family and friends or professional colleagues. It's not about rational thinking, it's about fear cooding your feelings based on
misinformation. It's the kind of mindset and thought process that actually gives that privilege to someone on a television screen or
on social media social.

Geopolitical expert Pedro Baos, who has been the head of Counterintelligence and Security of the European Army Corps in
Strasbourg, wrote a book on Mind Control and the 22 secret strategies of global power. Baos assures that we have entered "the
society of resignation, such a state of passivity, they keep us in such a state of passivity and atony, that we are not capable of
reacting, despite the fact that we see every day how they deceive us, how they lie to us " . The solution is the critical spirit to
overcome fear. Dr. Mercola is a great resource for destroying mass-forming psychosis,
articulo30.org/politica-defensa/how-they-rule-the-world-pedro-banos/
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In these reports by Dr. Mercola the dangers of "vaccines" against Covid-19 and treatments for vaccinated people and the prevention
of Covid-19. 1. THE MANY WAYS IN WHICH COVID VACCINES MAY HARM YOUR HEALTH
www.lewrockwell.com/2021/05/joseph-mercola/the-many-ways-in-which-covi..  2. MIGHT COVID INJECTIONS REDUCE LIFESPAN?
www.lewrockwell.com/2021/07/joseph-mercola/might-covid-injections-redu..
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Dear Bird, Look up Dr Pierre Kory. He is treating people who have been injected...perhaps some of your family will realize that they
need help.  Tune into the Vaccine Safety Research Foundation (VSRF) (https://www.vacsafety.org/ ) on Thursday nights with Steve
Kirsch and his guests. You will learn a lot from these guests such as Drs Kory, Paul Marik, Ryan Cole & many others. Stay in touch
with Dr Mercola's people...the comments are often as helpful as the articles!  BE strong. DO NOT COMPLY.
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Bird, it's very bad, as bad as you fear IMO. But more because of the collapse of civilization that's being caused. Not so much direct
jab effects. The human body is very resilient, and if reasonably healthy can come back from myriad insults. I don't think the
doomsday predictions like from Mikovits of all the jabbed being dead within a few years will be even close to reality. I also doubt
Geert VBs prediction of variants that will depopulate the world, especially among the jabbed. There's no way to know, they could both
be right. I particularly respect GVB. But going on 7 decades of observation you get a feel for how things will pan out if you are
open-minded and usually I'm right. Not always though. I think you are too afraid for your jabbed friends and relatives. All mine are
jabbed too, except immediate family who are all way too smart for that. None dead or horribly injured yet. I think they made a
mistake, but probably not a fatal one.
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Dear Dr Mercola, thank you for all that you do .Here is an article offering a new slant on the jabs which I would love to see you, the ANH and
others writing more about. www.anavara.com/treatment/kounis-syndrome/#bw-treatment-content  The authors state that Kounis
Syndrome, an allergic condition activating mast cells and their release of histamines, which affect the heart and cause allergic heart
disease, is on the rise ever since the jabs. Does this explain many of the sudden deaths and the increase thereof? Why have I seen a rise in
freak car accidents where drivers drove into gulleys way too steep and too blocked-off to be entered by any concscious driver ? They had to
be unconscious....and I have seen this multiple times...ever since the jabs! How crazy is this? Please write an article about mast cell
activation and how to mitigate it, as affected by the jabs. Thank you Dr Mercola!
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Yes, Mirandola! My husband narrowly missed being hit by one on his way to work a couple of weeks ago! Sadly, the driver drove
straight through a red light into the side of a semi going through the intersection.  If the semi wasn’t there, my husband may have
been hit head-on. When my husband and another witness got out to help both drivers out of their vehicles, there was no front of the
vehicle that ran the red light! No person- no anything! Very sobering!  Also, in our area, one of the radio stations reports daily on how
many buildings have vehicles crash into them, because it’s become so frequent!
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yes, there seems to be an uptick of these types of accidents. And, Anne Hersch, possibly?
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Yes, the National Highway TraTc Safety Administration (NHTSA) even predicted that by 2021 when it estimated that at least 44 US
states would see “increases in traTc fatalities.” Deaths in multi-vehicle crashes in cities and urban roads increased 16 percent. For
people 65 and older, vehicle fatalities increased 14 percent. For pedestrian fatalities, they skyrocketed 13 percent, including daytime
fatalities. Even motorcycle fatalities were up nine percent, and bicyclist fatalities were up Kve percent. 270 million Americans getting
clot injections coincides with a massive two-year spike in traTc-related deaths Coincidentally, while 270 million Americans infest
their blood with billions of sticky proteins and heavy metal nanoparticles that cause blood clots, myocarditis, and sudden adult death
syndrome (SADS), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

MSM and government agencies disguise accidents as people running messier on bumpy roads. It's time to do autopsies on all these
so-called "accidents" happening on America's highways, and see if drivers have mysterious blood clots that don't contain much
blood, but rubbery, elastic materials and heavy metals that collect in the vascular system, causing sudden adult death syndrome
www.nhtsa.gov/press-releases/early-estimate-2021-traTc-fatalities
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A UK rock singer who goes by Zion has died of a "catastrophic brain injury" caused by the AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine, an
investigation has concluded. The 48-year-old man from Alston in Cumbria developed an "excruciating" headache on May 13, 2021,
eight days after receiving the vaccine. Zion's headaches increased in severity, and four days later, her speech was impaired and he
began having seizures. Zion died on May 19, 2021, despite emergency surgery to treat his “vaccine-induced immune thrombotic
thrombocytopenia,” which causes swelling and bleeding in the brain. After his death, his Kance, Vikki Spit, of 39, said she had only
spent one night apart from him in their 21 years together and that her life was "shattered into a million pieces" by his death,
according to the Daily. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/zion-fatal-brain-injury-astrazenec..  (08/19/22)
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My (now) 80 year old father got jabbed and boosted this past Feb-Apr. He lives in a Blue state; I'm in a red state. He loves him some
CNN, and worships at the altar of fake news. I'm angry that he followed the White Coats' orders to vax and boost, but they have
capitalized letters after their names - and I don't. Suffering through what he thought was hives, an RN told him that he a simple dose
of OTC antihistamines would help. So when I went to retrieve him for a few months, I got him a bottle, and the relief was nearly
immediate.

He's now in the process of following doctors' orders to continue an 8-hr round trip to the city that treated him, for continued
"diagnosis" and treatment, for a sudden but rare and devastating cancer. Huh. Wonder where that came from? He grew up dirt poor,
and was told (somewhere in his youth) that reading the news is something a well-made man does. Read. Listen. Watch. That the
medical community spent their young lives studying medicine to help people, so listen "to the science." He's either in denial that the
onset of serious health conditions are due to the mRNA gene therapy, or refuses to admit that he was blinded by The Powers That
Be.

I'm still trying to have him move here, but he's stubborn. I already have my heart prepared that if he makes it past Christmas, or even
New Year's Eve, that the "clock" is down to hours, if not days. Every day that he IS alive is a blessing to me. But oh, how I wish he'd
listen to me sometimes, instead of the White Coats.
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Thank you all! Gardenbe, I have seen crazy drivers lately in numbers unlike any I have seen before. As a regular pattern, every time I
drive on the freeway I see them: Zooming like maniacs, cutting sharply across three lanes and right in front of the bumpers of other
cars, ie cutting way too close. I see about four such drivers in a Kve minute segment, whereas I used to see this maybe twice per
year. And this increase is ever since the jabs. I question what is going on with peoples' brain health, and with good reason. Thank you
JustSteve, and thank you Gui for the comment and the links with important facts.

ImChiquita, how tragic! I am so sorry. We can lead the horse to water but cannot force it to drink....how hard this is to accept when it
comes to the mortality of one of our most loved ones! I feel for you and empathize. It is sad that our society requires a degree for
credibility. Let's consider that Einstein failed math in highschool! Galileo was dissed and permanently house arrested for proposing
that the earth revolves around the sun! Maybe all people have potential for deep insight and we can simply listen to each other, while
each using our own logical brain. Be well.
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This is one excellent article "they" probably hoped no one would Knd. The symptoms and causes really mirror p0st-j@b health
issues.
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Mirandola, I've seen only a marginal increase in maniacal driving where we live, if any. Not doubting you at all, it probably varies
geographically. I live in cyover country. We've noticed the exact opposite phenomenon around here - just yesterday I was so
frustrated driving home behind all the snails and said WTF is everyone driving like they are 100 years old? I'm 71, and not exactly a
hot-rodder, but believe in expedited travel, so long as it's done safely, not unnecessarily slow travel. She said it's because every body
is on drugs, and also people are spooked and psychologically damaged by the COVID hysteria and so afraid of everything now they
drive like they are impaired. Some of the aggressive driving you witness might be a reaction to the unnecessary slowdowns these
clowns, who are most of humanity, are causing. I've found myself having to pass more cars than in years past.
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Steelj, I don' t think there is even a chance of it being from lockdown frustration. People have been freed from their cages around
here. Poignantly, 85% of this area is vaxed, among the highest in the country. Aggressive/maniacal driving, accidents on the rise
unlike any I have seen before, you bet and all since the jab. No discounting the timing and the sharp increase, there is just not a
chance. I "hear" you but this area is a good area to study. Thank you for weighing in.
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The one thing seldom mentioned about "antisemitism" is "why?" This group has been expelled more than any other in human history. Could
it be their creation and implementation of Communism, Feminism, unchecked debt, propensity to cause host nations to go to war with their
enemies, the miscegenation of only once white nations, ritualistic practices that include (directly stated in the Talmud) pedophilia, and the
destruction of those not like them? The USSR was created primarily by jewish Bolsheviks and jewish bankers on Wall Street. It was spilling
over in to Germany, which was Knancially ruined in the 1920's, by the horriKc "Treaty of Versailles" that fragmented the nation (largely led
and brokered by none other than Lord Rothschild).

Imagine if one day Texas was awarded to Mexico, and our former citizens were being attacked? That was happening in Prussia and the
Sudaten Lands. Imagine incation and reparations so bad, it took a wheelbarrow of dollars for your next Whole Foods trip? The people who
wrote the history of WW II were Bolsheviks, Stalin, the NKVD, and the communist New York Times/Washington Post. Again, owned by that
Tribe. So, I think the real response when I hear the words "toxic masculinity," "Nazi," "Fascist," is to ask why some groups are despised, and
why we are all programmed from birth to favor Stalin and Mao, over someone like Hitler?
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Hello bschec7: Heh... No one wishes to be labeled "antisemite" because a certain ethnic group owns the discussion. This same ethic
group bastardized the Roman Catholic faith, invented the specter of the alleged Mohmad, and initiated wars and concicts from
Protestant and Catholic interpretations of the Bible. In the meantime, usury bankers made handsome proKts from both sides of any
given concict... It's all a miracle...
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Same group created communism in China? Have seen a photo of Mao with them from the 50’s.
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Good question, good points. But when they were expelled, there was no communism or feminism yet.
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Divide and Conquer to Rule. This is a well-worn path. Family members pitted against family members. Friends against friends. Coworkers
against coworkers. Employers against employees. Sound familiar? It should, depending upon when one came up through just how many
times has this been used? Civil Rights, Hippy's, Back to the Landers, Survivalists, Environmentalist, it's a long list. Maybe it wasn't global, in
a more focused scale, but just as destructive. This time it has been global & this time it has hit everyone in one way or another globally.
Massive disruption & destruction against the individual, the small businesses, to the Managerial Staffs who do the heavy lifting in the
Medical Profession and even those essential workers in the Global Monopoly Systems, it's the Jab or your Job.

No recection on if you die from the Jab, the Job is irrelevant. If in all and at the end if the Para$itic Predator$ lose in the Covid Agenda, they
will no doubt cut bait, regroup, & consider all the carnage just another business opportunity for power & control to build themselves up to
try again. The resistance to Corruption takes Constant Vigilance.
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Yes, JUST, “Divide and Conquer” and at the other extreme “The resistance to Corruption takes Constant Vigilance.” Around the world,
people have been misled by both their governments and the media about the causes and devastating consequences of the COVID-19
“pandemic”. The truth is that the novel coronavirus provides a pretext and justiKcation for powerful Knancial interests and corrupt
politicians to plunge the entire world into a spiral of mass unemployment, bankruptcy, abject poverty and despair. The coronavirus is
said to be responsible for the wave of bankruptcies and unemployment. That is a lie.

It is the powerful Knanciers and billionaires who are behind this project that has contributed to the global destabilization of the real
economy. The worst is yet to come. There is ample evidence that the decision to "close" national economies has increased poverty
and unemployment, a crisis that will have an impact on humanity, especially on the weakest, those who are already suffering the
most hunger, 8,500 children die every day. of malnutrition, while the Pharmaceutical MaKa Klls its pockets with the suffering of many
families sick and dead from the snake's venom. It is the powerful frende of the oligarchy that does not understand rights and
freedoms.

They are the elites who see democracy as an enemy, they believe that people should be managed, not represented. It is now entering
the destruction of humanity, it is being commanded by the Davos meetings. Platon wrote that the oligarchy is a government of
"greedy men" who love both money and power. The oligarchs believe that the wealth of a society should be redistributed between
them and their allies, while the rest of society is reduced to poverty. It seems that Platon's ideas have now been established in the
Great Reset,
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Yes Gui, Corona Virus is mostly a yearly snotty nose if not played with by those who believe they are the end all and be all. A perfect
candidate for Jab/s similar to the yearly Flu Jabs that don't really match this year's strain but get them anyway, we say the still
protect you. At the very best part of a search for proKts so we all get what a daily jab to limp along. After seeing just the havoc so far,
if this were the case we would be so lucky. This is a deliberate campaign to tear down globally all the individual social structures to
impose a prison slave system. Local, local, local. When we change what we do, it limits what they can do to us.
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Yes, JUST, “At the very best part of a search for proKts so we all get what a daily jab to limp along.” People suffer and die from the
greed of globalist elites, from the dogmas established by pharmaceutical companies and their government allies. Something is
changing: Kennedy says this about efforts to destroy Covid Tyranny dissent: “According to a Pew Research Center poll, 65% of
Democrats currently support government censorship of unauthorized opinion. “That surprising result suggests that Democrats have
lost faith not only in their party traditions, but also in democracy.

Liberals have long agreed that censorship of dissent is the hallmark of totalitarian systems. The new strategy of silencing
government critics is repugnant to the core values of liberalism and is clearly offensive to the US Constitution's guarantee of free
speech. . Instead of scientiKc citations, they rely on appeals to often unworthy authorities who have fabricated a "scientiKc
consensus" by selecting data to support a predetermined policy. More often than not they mean a blind and dogmatic reliance on the
oTcial and often capricious pronouncements of amoral pharmaceutical companies and their venal government minions in captive
agencies like the CDC, FDA, NIH and WHO.

Unable to defend the scientiKc underpinnings of their ideology in debate, liberals rely on book bans and an arsenal of coercive
gagging strategies including platform removal, license removal, doxing, gaslighting, defunding , the retraction, marginalization, and
viliKcation of scientists, doctors, journalists, and vaccine-injured Americans who complied but now refuse to toe the oTcial line.
www.globalresearch.ca/robert-f-kennedy-jr-exposes-big-pharma-covid-plo..  (August 08, 2022)
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juststeve "The resistance to Corruption takes Constant Vigilance."  That is the MESSAGE!
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In December 2020 I was admitted for emergency surgery. During the procedure 1 unit of blood was administered. By May 2021 I went from
140 lbs to 117 lbs. My doctor ordered full digestive evaluation. Scopes and samples from both ends. Nothing was found. Since then I had
contacted the Red Cross about the possibility of receiving blood donated from a vaccinated person and the product should be labeled as
such. A month later the Red Cross announced they would not be accepting blood from the vaccinated. Are the blood banks liable for
violating informed consent?
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If they're not, they should be! Seems like nobody is liable anymore, unless they're a conservative.
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www.factcheck.org/2022/04/scicheck-red-cross-accepts-and-uses-blood-do..
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“These are true crimes against humanity. Don’t get vaccinated”. To that simple summary by Reiner Fuellmich add - remove msm and social
media from your life. Share with family, friends and and colleagues as a bulwark against coercion - that might have saved the life of the
subject of this Klm. Why had the couple not discussed it and where was his support when it mattered most? Words can be powerful and
dangerous as the Na-zis understood well - as do our pretendy governments whose aTliations lie elsewhere, when group psychosis by
mainstream media make lies acceptable to the majority. “Conspiracy theorist” shuts down debate, parroted by those who refuse, are too
intimidated or brainwashed to think for themselves.

The age-old trick accuses the innocent of the very thing you are guilty of yourself. It tells you more about the user than it does of their
victim who sees through the lies and refuses to comply. Who or what gives your work place or colleagues the authority to monitor the
medical decisions of others? Not a rhetorical question but a disturbing political reality in the UK where professionals receive annual
compulsory “Prevent” training to report on “extremist views”. Sounds a bit like the U.S. Patriot Act and immediately begs the question, who
shall decide what views are “extremist” or simply valid criticisms of criminal governments?

(“ We expect local authorities to ensure that organisations who work with the local authority on Prevent are not engaged in any extremist
activity or espouse extremist views.”) Many professionals will Knd themselves in the “beyond satire” situation of having to report
themselves as “extremists” - a measure perhaps of how far we have already travelled down the road to totalitarianism. Meanwhile we
mourn the death of UK pop singer and stage artist 41 year old Darius Campbell Danesh and await the coroner’s report by the Minnesota
authorities. www.gov.uk/.../prevent-duty-guidance
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Yes, Crimes against Humanity, Life itself. Apparently not the run of the mill classic Projections, but a form of being aware and using
willful projections. Using a perfect Boogieman, an unseen virus so nearly anything negative can be tacked to it. No doubt expected to
be perfect to get around Constitutional Rights, or Wild-Eyed pesky protestors.
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Yes, it is about criminalizing those who are not vaccinated, it is about creating two fronts promoting the dominance of the
Rookefeller school and destroying the Medicine of the solutions defended by lovers of true science. It is about the globalist elite
working comfortably to strengthen its power. Over a thousand scientiKc studies prove that COVID-19 vaccines are dangerous, and all
those who push this agenda are committing the indictable offense of gross misconduct in public oTce.
www.saveusnow.org.uk/covid-vaccine-scientiKc-proof-lethal  (05/01/2022).

Remember that the attorney Reiner Fuellmich gave his opening statements to the Grand Jury Proceeding by the People's Court of
Public Opinion. “Organizations like the WEF, WHO, IMF and BlackRock colluded with governments worldwide to stage a pandemic
that they had been planning for years, according to the attorneys. They then deliberately created mass panic through false
statements of fact and a socially engineered psychological operation whose messages they conveyed through the corporate media.
The purpose of this mass panic was to persuade the population to agree to the so-called “vaccinations” which have in the meantime
been proven to be neither effective, nor safe, but extremely dangerous, even lethal.

The economic, social, and health damage that these Crimes Against Humanity have caused to the world’s population can be
measured in hundreds of trillions of dollars.......”.in the video link
ussanews.com/watch-attorney-dr-reiner-fuellmich-with-opening-statement..  (07/02/2022
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The blog “Krisenfrei”, which has taken over the Klm “Planet Lockdown” from “Kla.TV”, Krst brings a brief summary: “Source News is
an online journalism platform based in Scotland. His Klm 'Planet-Lockdown' is a documentary, according to Source News, about life
and what has happened to our world through the Covid19 agenda. The Klm includes eyewitness accounts from around the world and
is a counter voice to public reporting and historiography from politicians and mainstream media. But it is also a 'forensic report' for
later judicial re-evaluations. Because the entire Covid19 agenda is a perKdiously planned and orchestrated crime against humanity
on a global level. With a short relaxation of the Corona measures already showing that the same string pullers will impose a
devastating state of permanent pandemics, the documentary 'Planet Lockdown' takes on special importance as a guide.”
krisenfrei.com/planetlockdown-dokumentation-eines-globalen-verbrechens..
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Thank you Cabochon! Add to the list: Tell people to see through the "Misinformation" and "Conspiracy Theory" ruses. Wherever there
is a canned speech, it is very obviously coached. And wherever that occurs, it evidently has a purpose. We need to cut right through
this nonsense and get people to think about it. Such critical thinking can help to spawn change. Thank you for all you are doing
Cabochon, your work is great! :-)
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Everything is “unseen”, Steve and unveriKable, diTcult to disprove by the average non scientiKcally trained man in the street, so is
taken at face value. If it were not so, the narrative would have fallen apart like a house built on sand. When did you last you check the
polar bears on their remaining ice coes or examine the contents of chemtrails in the sky or had an illness like cu but not quite except
you had no energy for days on end. All part of the deliberate obfuscation of cause and effect, lies, and then more lies to cover up the
Krst lies. A few things we can be sure of - do the opposite of government mandates to prolong your health and wellbeing.

We know for certain how the Na-zi rule book worked, so comparing the current situation with that conKrms what we suspected - that
this is a rerun of the holocaust - caveat emptor - don’t buy the narrative. That will make a good reference of a thousand scientiKc
studies, thanks Guillermou. I will add it to the now vast body of information I have collected which will become an alphabetical
reference library. Fuellmich’s opening statement was not available on ussanews.com but I had downloaded it in April from bitchute.

I think I must have watched Planet Lockdown in English but good to know it has been translated into many languages. I had not
heard of Source News before so will investigate that one. There are more alternative news sources now than mainstream ones which
is puzzling considering the sheeple still believe the b.s. on T.V. news. Incredibly some public transport users here still wear masks?!
What can be going on in their heads? Instinct tells me they are a lost cause, Mirandola and probably need long term psychotherapy
to save what is left of their sanity and return them to reality.
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Why always condemn the N*zis as the absolute evil? From whom did you learn practically everything you know about them? From
the same liars that give you the oTcial Covid/vaxxine story. So why assume that their Na*i story is so irrevocably correct that no
revision is possible? Clickety-clickety-click. By the way, that is not to say the Naz*s didn't have problems. But they were a *reaction*
to the communists that were the aggressors. The timeline of history makes that clear.
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MSM has already started the narrative: "boosters will likely be needed every 3 months for the new variants". My primary insisted I get a
booster during my annual "wellness exam".. haha..last month. The moment I said no, our once wonderful relationship shifted. Not only am I
watching Uninformed Consent but I am sharing it as well. We have got to start talking to our neighbors, friends, and family. Now is the time!
People are starting to catch on...there is something very wrong with this picture...reopen the conversation...it will probably make them feel
better knowing their doubts are sound.
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(The following is the major part of an article written just recently by Father Peter Lang of the Society of St. Pius X (SSPX) on the hoax and
bio-weapon that is the Covid "vaccine"): As in the Old Testament (Gen. XI, 19), men are building a mighty tower to lift up man against their
Creator, only this time it is not with stones and mortar but with “vaccines” and electronics. This time what is in fact a very small group of
men plan to take God’s place by a threefold programme: decimate mankind; create a new Global World Order; create a new kind of man,
under their own satanic control. These satanists have been at work for hundreds of years, but the breakthrough came with the worldwide
Covid “pandemic” which they engineered from Wuhan in China, and which was in reality no more than a slightly more aggressive cu wave,
as the relatively small number of deaths demonstrated.

That Covid was from the start a fraud and a farce, but engineered by some totally eTcient, supreme and ultimate centre of power, was also
proved by the tyrannical synchronisation of the media all over the world to exclude even the least calling in question of the fraud. The same
centre of power also brought to heel their mass of puppets among the world’s politicians and medics in order to create and maintain a state
of panic among the world’s citizens, whereby they would be the more easily manoeuvred into accepting the “vaccine.” But even while this
“vaccine” is vaunted day by day to be the solution to the “pandemic,” nevertheless its present results have been horriKc in the number of
deaths and serious injuries that it has already caused, let alone in the long-term effects it threatens to have.

Normally it uses cell lines from recently aborted babies. It manipulates human genes. It sterilises women. It blazes the trail for “vaccines”
which will supposedly change the nature of human beings, by blending them with machines the “new man.”
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Thank you for that story. Big thumb up.
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I’m proud to be a pure blood  we were convicted by Holy Spirit into not listening to the lies. I have family and friends who stopped talking to
us over it and got into many debates about the lies. I pray for those who were deceived this was a precursor or foreshadow of what’s to
come it was a trail run on how easy people can be manipulated and deceived.
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If you think the idea of fruit cy tested, mind controlled, uninformed consent is crazy, here is a medical discovery news item this morning
from Rockwell that "solves" the problem, making mind control moot: "Apparently, a team of Israeli entrepreneurs is planning to grow human
embryos in artiKcial wombs. After they grow, organs could be harvested from such infants. To avoid ethical dilemmas, human embryos will
be grown without heads. No kidding. The article does not explain how growing human embryos without heads would “avoid ethical
dilemmas”, leaving the reader needing to Kgure it out on their own." Perhaps these two "great" medical discoveries can compliment each
other. SARC :-( www.lewrockwell.com/2022/08/no_author/human-embryos-without-heads-to-b..
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Terrible experimentation, GRULLA. Linking to your comment. In recent years, scientists have learned more about how to coax stem
cells to develop into increasingly sophisticated structures, including ones that mimic the structure and function of human organs
(organoids). ArtiKcial human kidneys, brains, hearts, and more have been created in a laboratory, though they are still too
rudimentary for medical use. The question of whether there are moral differences between the use of stem cells to produce human
organ models for research and the use of stem cells to create a synthetic embryo is already being raised in the courts.

In the future it might be possible to make synthetic embryos from induced pluripotent stem (IPS) cells. The worst case scenario
would be that a person donates a skin cell to research the production of organs to cure diseases, but it is used without their
knowledge or consent to produce synthetic embryos. We are in cloning. If the cell could turn back into an embryonic stem cell, it
might one day be possible to use IPS cells to produce viable embryos. That embryo would be a clone of the cell donor. The public
and scientists are very concerned about human cloning.

But it has been possible to clone a human being using a different process called nuclear transfer, for 25 years. Nuclear transfer
created Dolly the Sheep in 1997 and a monkey in 2018. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, a series of laws introduced around the
world successfully outlawed human cloning. We must not let our fears about cloning get in the way of crucial research. Cloning, or
any other unethical use of technology, must be prevented through regulation.
www.globalresearch.ca/Krst-synthetic-embryos-scientiKc-breakthrough-..  (August 12, 2022)
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I could possibly understand ethically obtained stem cells to be used on a petri dish "scaffold" for the purpose of developing a single
organ, or perhaps even a limb. But a whole headless body...yikes!!! Truth can be stranger than (sci-) Kction. :-(
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Sounds worse than Frankenstein.
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Reading through the comments at the time I am writing this no one else has commented that their computers had a virus alert when
clicking on this link from Mercola's newsletter and again the virus alert came up when I clicked on it on this page under the video so know it
had to do with this video since it happened both times when trying to bring up the video and also the video stopped working on this Mercola
page shortly after it started and won't continue playing! I do NOT think Mercola would have anything to do with that but it appears someone
has hacked into this video. I have a very good virus protection and trust the alert. I saw a couple other places in the comments here that the
video can be watched and when I clicked on those links I didn't get the virus alert so I am hoping the entire video will play when I watch it
there.
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I got that alert too. Honestly, I suspected Bitdefender had been "programmed" against truth-tellers like Dr. Mercola. I disabled my
Bitdefender, & it still wouldn't play. I'm going to watch it on Bitchute.
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I have been able to play all the videos here for years including ones that had some of the same doctors in it that this video did and
never got any alerts on any of the others. Just this one today.
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Ironic eh; "Superspreader" by NYT was a day late! After CDC's Wallensky admitted the pandemic was "mishandled" and "we own it." Abject
failures of the harmful vaxxx could no longer be dismissed, Biden's lies couldn't be hidden; "conspiracy theorists" Kgured this out 2 1/2
years ago. Now the trillion dollar pharma money laundering scheme ends as the govt. halts purchase of mRNA poison, tests and PPE. How
will they weasel out? ...We know they will.
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Yes, Randall, someone is judged by his work, the cause by the result. Lies mixed with ignorance, misinformation and hidden data
about the truth of a gene therapy, called "vaccines". The lies of Biden, Fauci and Walensky are being exposed. Dr. Naomi Wolf
indicted the perpetrators of the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic, accusing them of conspiring to commit mass murder. Wolf named
Tony Fauci, Rochelle Walensky of the CDC and Francis Collins of the NIH as co-conspirators in the genocide, all 'incuential' who were
paid, as we now know, said 'safe and effective', this requires criminal charges. This could be a conspiracy to murder.

And members of the media could also be complicit in the murder.” Dictator Biden and CDC Director Rochelle Walensky pushed for
seditious vaccine mandates, months after assuring the American people there would be no mandates. Never before in history has a
US president resorted to such measures, which many see as treason and seditious conspiracy. On July 30, CDC Director Dr. Rochelle
Walensky promised there would be no vaccine mandates from the federal government. “To clarify, there will not be a nationwide
mandate. I was referring to mandates from private institutions and parts of the federal government.

There will be no federal mandate.” Dr. Jane Ruby said that Dr. Rochelle Walensky, who heads the CDC, is among the Wuhan
coronavirus co-conspirators, people and agencies that planned the mandatory injection program in 2015. She added that everything
the CDC has done and published on its website and other oTcial communications amounts to fraud and lies in the conspiracy to
commit acts of murder and terrorism against the people of the United States of America.
www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/09/didnt-age-cdc-chief-says-will-no-forc..
 www.brighteon.com/4b8b8668-8247-46a9-bed8-ca3265bcfca7  (03/14/2022)
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How will they weasel out? Shift the focus! Monkeypox, Knd a politically correct name for monkeypox, Ukraine, raid President Trump's
home, covid variants, Jan 6 'investigation', etc., etc. I can't stand to watch MSM, so I'm sure there are lots of other distractions being
pushed out.
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Also can be viewed here: www.bitchute.com/.../M9uSvv3svN7l
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Thanks so much Kx4all - a lot of uninformed people have now been told that 'Mercola is evil' so it's quite diTcult to inform while
linked to this website, from which it will also disappear soon, unfortunately. I see that Youtube does its best to confuse the search
for this title ;-) I will try to link this on Facebook who seem to have given up on 'fact-checking' my posts.
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See page 7 of this document. Total cases in the trial = 42086. Fatal outcome = 1223 = .029 or 2.9% Covid 19 deaths = 1,039,840 (as of
8/19/2022). US population - 330,000,000 Covid death rate = .00315 or 0.315% (per Johns Hopkins, assuming all died OF covid & not WITH
covid) According to their own marketing study, the PKzer "vaccine' is nearly 10 times deadlier than the disease.
phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/5.3.6-postmarketing-experience.pd..

Astaxanthin: The Super
Antioxidant That Comes
From the Ocean
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SanDiegoGirl
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Voltaire: "If you can persuade someone to believe an absurdity you can convince them to commit an atrocity."
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Momkastner
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I was speaking with an ICU nurse from a (small) local hospital & she spoke of 4 patients there with CV. ONE didn't have the jab & still
refused - she spoke of this person with distain in her voice-and he deserves to be sick. Then, the off-side comment that the other 3 patients
(again, in ICU with CV) - were jabbed. Ummmmm hello? It isn't even worth trying to point out such stupidity to people like that, so I just bit
my tongue.
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It is so sad that an ICU nurse does not have enough science to understand the basics about vaccines or natural immunity to speak
about non-vaccinated in that way. Our "health" system really has been corrupted end to end by pharma money to push training which
is so drug everything in sight or else they are bad.
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canary_ingoldmine
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This is an excellent documentary! I highly recommend it. Didn't see a link here but you can watch it for free on Children's Health Defense
website.
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those in the medical profession have absolutely no excuse for the part they are playing in this agenda. Ignorance is no defence. Their
Codes of Practice and their oaths state they must keep up to date with evidence based practice and they must protect and advocate for the
patients in their care. If we've all researched and uncovered this agenda, there is absolutely no reason why they have not uncovered it also. I
have a cousin in Tasmania who is a nurse, who is still banging the drum to get vaccinated. I used to speak to her mum, my auntie on Skype
and when I mentioned to my auntie that the shots were in clinical trials, she did not know.

I sent her lots of information about the 'agenda' and subsequently received a message from my cousin, asking me not to confuse her mum
as she was unwell with kidney problems and was confused enough. Unfortunately, my auntie passed away in October 2021 and my cousin
has vehemently been posting memes backing up getting the vaccine on Facebook. Perhaps she subconsciously knows the jabs are
dangerous and cannot bring herself to comprehend that they could have harmed her mum leaving her with guilt, or she is completely lost to
mass formation. Or, she is so arrogant in her 'medical status' she cannot possibly be wrong.
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Dr. Charles Hoffe is an actor who's playing for the other side. When the tide starts to swing the other way the enemy is quick to switch sides
as well so they are always seen on the right side in order to control the narrative/people.
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From all this a study could be conducted on the effectiveness of health bodies to perform public health safety. We could determine that if
not all most of the health bodies were in the “sham” group of public safety and I know not who could be placed in the non-placebo group
accept those brave MD’s who acted according to their skills, objectivity of science and experience. Heads may roll but to the
pharmaceuticals it is business as usual or will be. It is the problem of “The king is dead long live the king.” A scape goat will be found and
kicked but the malady may well live on. The problem is systemic not personal. How this is Kxed may require a group outside that becomes
known for its integrity and proven devotion to medical safety looking developing a narrow set of key performance indicators which may
include dollar cost, risk/reward, ethics, eTcacy, safety protocols and indicators.

This group may be referred to in active legal battles for violations to well documented standards where safe medical procedures are not
enforced. This group would then have the reputation to be used on any oTcial safety panel. One of the most outrages social misconducts
is termed “Acts of Terrorism” where all those who were involved or aided in some way or ignored activity are hunted down or thoroughly
interrogated.

These terror acts are locally destructive and lack scale. The Nuremberg code was an attempt to stop experimentation on a person without
consent. The code if violated can lead to genocide which unlike terrorism has a massive scale of destruction. If we say that terrorism leads
to no stone unturned what of genocide? It is far far worse than any act of terrorism and should lead to no stone unturned if the outrage is to
Kt the crime. Medical procedures and products have large scale devastation and implications. Medical safety excellence is necessary
otherwise we will keep seeing the results of “sham” public safety.
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Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for having the guts to put this truth out into the world of lies and deception. I am a scientist, though just a lowly
chemist, but i have been responsible for the health & safety of my coworkers during thousands of hazardous waste projects. If one of them
showed symptoms of exposure during the job, the job was immediately stopped and the cause of the exposure found and eliminated.  This
gene therapy project was far more dangerous than all but a few of my projects, yet, these highly qualiKed professionals allowed the project
to continue. I wish for the day that they are found culpable for the damages they turned a blind eye to.
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"how fear was (and continues to be) used to...." Fear is due to, based upon, and supported by IGNORANCE. As long as IGNORANCE persists,
the fear of infections/diseases will continue and it will be used for control. Ignorance continues to vastly prevail (as evidenced by the
success of the covid operation) in spite of the fact that everybody today holds all human knowledge in their hands. That was the most
upsetting thing to watch and realize. It suddenly became clear that the vast majority of the population does not know basic things about
health Ignorance is supported by some sad human characteristics. As one doctor said, "The easiest and most convenient way for us is to
look for the cause of diseases outside of us - be it a virus, bacteria, or some other external factor.

This propensity to conscious self-delusion thus avoiding personal responsibility and the effort required for change is at the root of the
woes of the human race. People want, without taking care of their health, to always be in shape, if possible, only with the help of some pill"
So who's to blame? How can one resist the temptation to fool the fools especially when that is associated with enormous gain of money
and power? The system is based on the gain of CAPITAL, and disease is what brings the most capital.
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How in God's name can they STILL keep this up?!? I just somehow got an email from the New York Times - discrediting everyone who
questioned the 'oTcial narrative' - one article after another! I've noticed for years the NYT misinforming readers. Subjects that I have
expertise in were portrayed upside down and backwards by 'experts' who got bits and pieces of information here and there, having
misunderstood much of it and had no idea how to put it together.
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vio7642
Joined On 9/27/2021 3:48:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel so, so sorry for people who were forced to get the jab or else. I was retired when this all came about and I took the Patrick Henry
stand. Give me medical freedom or give me death!
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It ends, dude...but it can take a couple of years. I know.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Half a truth is often a great lie."  Benjamin Franklin
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theoriginalmom
Joined On 7/8/2014 8:11:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I normally don't like catch-phrases, but times have changed. Instead of calling them 'elites' I now refer to them as what they really are:
Predators.
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you want to read an in-depth story about the whole thing get Dr Peter Breggin's 600 pp book, fully cited. "Covid and the Global
Predators. We are the Prey". They are predators.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"conspiracy theories" = spoiler alerts.  BTW, it's the British Crown and a lot of American Crown loyalists (Almost all Justices including
Roberts, Kavanaugh, Gorsuch as well as Mike Pompeo) along with LOTS of help from jews that ultimately are behind all of this. Anything
else is just a diversion/distraction to keep the focus off them.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DO NO HARM is merely a "Passing Fancy!" The serpent is a symbol of medicine! And we trust these guys????
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mni3972
Joined On 12/9/2013 5:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When have so many leaders been leaders in killing their own people? Why do citizens allow those leaders which killed their loved ones
continuing leading? It is interesting that the arrogance of those leaders believe they should continue to lead while continuing to kill. When
will people Knally have enough?
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Jir7698
Joined On 6/29/2021 1:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please , do you have any information about the "sheding" ? I am working with people and since the vx was out, I am getting sick from them(
I ma not vx)... Now the 2vx are "better" I am not that bad after the service but 3vx and more - OMG ! I feel like with more time since the
injection they make me more sick... I am looking for more info about that but can not Knd it. I am using all precaution what I can - zink, vit D,
C , magnesium, Quercetin... detox bath, ...etc It helps...But...is the "God only knows what" store somewhere in my body or not ? Thank you
and God bless you for what you doing for us .
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PKzer's own documents (and their website) clearly state that some kind of 'shedding' is occurring. No one yet seems to have a
handle on how to deal with it, but you might look up Dr Pierre Kory's protocol for helping people heal from the injections....
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was being affected by some of my recently vaccinated friends so I spoke to my doctor (functional) and he suggested I take
ivermectin and/or hydroxycholoroquine (that I already had because he couldn't prescribe it for me). (6 mg or 12 mg per day for a
week or even just for the day after exposure) These drugs are far more powerful than Quercetin in collapsing the spike protein. Also
try green tea extract. Also buy a quality ozone generator. After I have been mixing with vaccinated people I come home and put my
Ozone generator on for 30 minutes and then open all the windows and doors up and stay in there for 2 - 3 minutes. Good luck.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"In Memory of Democracy". WOW, great video, a keeper.  Many thanks to Dr Mercola and his team for the years of hope & help. I wouldn't
have taken it ever - but I would have been so lonely and unsure.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Safe and effective" is what Big Pharma/Big Medicine/Washington/MSM all said about the psychiatric drugs used to drive me insane and
damage my body and mind for over 25 years in the "mental health" ghetto. Still sick with 2 autoimmune diseases and a degree of
neurological and nerve damage. Shortly after escaping and getting off my drugs this crap storm happens. Nowhere to hide now. Screw
humanity! I guess (on some level) they just wanted Dr. Mengele to kill them all. I fought and sacriKced to escape. Seems the drooling, slack
jawed masses desperately WANT to be slaves to medical tyranny forever. Let the irresponsible masochists have their fun I'd say, but the
XXXX are dragging the rest of us to Hell with them. If only we can succeed in kicking them off. Let them fall and burn! They want Hell on
earth.
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I doubt if a diabetic could engage in time restricted eating. For such a person, and anyone else, proteolytic enzymes of any kind might help
remove spike protein, if taken on an empty stomach. There are many such available. They include nattokinase, serrapeptase, lumbrokinase,
Zymex II by Standard Process, possibly bromelain and papain. I also have found combinations labeled "proteolytic enzymes".
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hellbent
Joined On 8/17/2012 12:44:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the UK, Time Health do a good Proteolytic Enzymes blend.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm choosing to not watch the documentary. I am aware there is immense suffering going on around the vaccines and the control agenda.
The question is how do we ourselves - how do I - stand in the awareness of a higher moral order, God's truth if you will, without getting
emotionally tangled up in the lies. Angry resistance and frustration can take away from standing in my own circles for what's true.
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elr1020
Joined On 7/11/2015 1:36:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At approximately 45:46 in the Klm is a Bill Gates $ Funding Chart.   If anyone knows where I can get a copy of that online, please let me
know.
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elt 1020 just stop Klm and screen shot it then save it.. I literally have thousands of Kles and pics on these lunatics.
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elr 1020 share.icloud.com/.../0bcgPqxhCK-AaWrifPZ22gwfA
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wpmars
Joined On 9/7/2013 3:32:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We live in a world now where doctors may write your prescription wrong Kve times for something beneKcial and shown to help over the long
term self testing. They get it right if its wreaks havoc in your body.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are doctors really that stupid or just evil? Either way they are dangerous.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many stupid, many evil, many prideful, many arrogant, most ignorant and GREEDY.
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Leecheng
Joined On 2/13/2022 8:06:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This video keeps stalling and locking up. I’ve restarted it but it only plays a few minutes both on safari and duck duck go. Any solution ideas
out there?? Thanks!
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bburns1955
Joined On 8/1/2011 10:21:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did you try this link, provided by someone above? www.bitchute.com/.../M9uSvv3svN7l  Bitchute usually works great.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try "SwissCows" search engine.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 11:32:09 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

Pato54
Joined On 9/20/2020 11:05:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have asked a simple question since Sars-2 vaccine began; name me just one RNA-vaccine prior to the advent of mRNA vaccines in 2021? I
Knd no evidence of any RNA vaccine before that date?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 8:58:09 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

bburns1955
Joined On 8/1/2011 10:21:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I watched an interview with Dr. Robert Malone, who developed the mRNA vaccine technology. He said that there were problems with
it causing severe incammation, so they stopped. Years ago. Then in the Covid era, two doctors (scientists?) added steroids (I
believe, if I remember correctly) & proceeded, & that's what they're using.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 10:50:14 AM
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola and the greater Mercola community. Keep it simple - and follow the cow of power, control, and wealth from working
class individuals/communities to the elites (The Powers That Be). Who facilitate that process? Big government, big media, the medical
establishment, etc.. The elites pull many strings and play the "long" game. Also - regarding "Trump", IMHO he is part of the game.
Understand The Function of the "Fake Binary." " The smart way to keep people passive and obedient is to strictly limit the spectrum of
acceptable opinion, but allow very lively debate within that spectrum — even encourage the more critical and dissident views.

That gives people the sense that there’s free thinking going on, while all the time the presuppositions of the system are being reinforced by
the limits put on the range of the debate” Norm Chomsky www.theburningplatform.com/2022/05/26/the-function-of-the-fake-binary/
 IMHO - the US needs a third party representing the people and the US Constitution.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 8:01:39 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

rjk6619
Joined On 10/2/2018 11:29:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am delighted to see Dr. Mercola put this in print and my hope is this will reach the masses for them to be educated as to what the former
United States is being subjected to. Sadly It will be suppressed and mocked as disinformation. Those who refuse to educate properly as to
how and why our founders fought the only meaningful war and draft a constitution that is now and has been trampled on by hateful stooges
who are manipulated by so called elites who control the world economy.  There remains but one way out of this mess and that requires the
spine of our Founders!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 7:47:20 AM
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rjk6619 - well stated. "Keeping freedoms and liberties requires constant vigilance" - Founding Fathers

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 8:04:22 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A video to share to ALL for certain! Astounding how perfectly executed these crimes against humanity have come off considering not ONE
person or entity has remotely been held accountable for ANY of what has happened in the 2.9 years post whu-cu lab release in CHINA. Not
ONE!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 6:43:19 AM
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aminahyaquin
Joined On 10/24/2020 7:47:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do we share this video? I cannot Knd any links or Http or what have you.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 11:45:59 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ragus has posted multiple links www.bitchute.com/.../WMIYo8LdEg8Q

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 1:27:27 PM
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Lrbenj
Joined On 4/27/2021 10:55:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is this only going to be available for 48 hours?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 2:04:24 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

BeatriceW
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If it is deleted it is also available here. live.childrenshealthdefense.org/premiere-uninformed-consent-a-matador-..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 2:19:44 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

gardenbe
Joined On 1/23/2016 7:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, all articles are available for free here for 48hrs. After that you can only view them on the subscription based Substack. Because
of the subscription, it protects Mercola from some of the legal threats he was getting last year regarding his articles & this website.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 6:27:41 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Or, click the link at the top of the page to "Download PDF" and save a PDF version of the article (albeit without the comment section)
to your computer to view whenever you need.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 7:46:18 AM

% Like  & Dislike

 

mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And......if Da Jab don't kill ya.......5G will...Yes 5G.same as Directed energy weapons....operate at the same frequency bands.........yeah ,
yeah,,,yeah............don't bother me with this 5G line anymore..........you are full of BS old man up on MyMountain.        you are just an old
creeper Troglodyte <----------- I've Heard it all before....... But just wait and see...........lol.......millions will be 'Fryn' like bacon'
.........LOL.......just think the smell of Fryn people....specally them Big-ms.....IDK.......mostly a waste of Human Lard....

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 4:04:43 AM
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mrrobb, I assume you're no stranger to GeoEngineering Watch: www.geoengineeringwatch.org/.../engineering-wildKres . A friend
recently pointed me to it, and it's been a bit of an eye opener.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 7:54:49 AM
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elana Freedman has written three books about geoengineering, transhumanism, chemtrails and 5G...the predators do want to kill off
humanity and everything else alive and green created on the planet. They state it loud and clear...why do people think it's a joke!?
Yuval Harari's "too many useless eaters"

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 3:31:16 PM
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Piw6958
Joined On 3/19/2015 6:42:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

in Revelation it says pharmacists and the men of those renowned businesses will deceive nations. In Genesis 3:1-14 Satan is shown as a
serpent who deceived Eve, this same serpent is depicted on the Rod of Asclepius and Caduceus which is the current sign of medicine,
pharmacies and pharmacists. I simply do not trust anything any doctor tells me, they are poorly trained and all they know is what potion to
write on that prescription pad - and a great deal of the time, that potion is harmful.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 7:17:40 AM
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I Knd it interesting in Revelation 6: 1 And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals, and I heard, as it were the noise of thunder,
one of the four beasts saying, Come and see. 2 And I saw, and behold a white horse: and he that sat on him had a bow; and a crown
was given unto him: and he went forth conquering, and to conquer. verse two the word (bow) -in the Greek language — the word bow
is literally the word toxon—ie toxic Transliteration: toxon Pronunciation: tox'-on Part of Speech: neuter noun Root Word (Etymology):
From the base of (G5088). In my opinion it implies an arrow or dart having a means of imparting a toxic substance. Also verse 2 a
crown is given to this rider on the (white horse) crown can easily be rendered as corona, as in a coronation of a king or queen
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Revelation 9: 20  And the rest of the men which were not killed by these plagues yet repented not of the works of their hands, that
they should not worship devils, and idols of gold, and silver, and brass, and stone, and of wood: which neither can see, nor hear, nor
walk: 21 Neither repented they of their murders, nor of their sorceries, nor of their fornication, nor of their thefts. The word sorceries
from verse 21 - Transliteration: pharmakeia Pronunciation: far-mak-i'-ah Same word appears in Revelation 18: 23 And the light of a
candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for
thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived. Strong's DeKnitions:  pharmakea,
far-mak-i'-ah; from G5332; medication ("pharmacy"), i.e. (by extension) magic (literally or Kguratively):—sorcery, witchcraft.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/20/2022 9:48:56 AM
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I literally was just coming just now to Mercola.com and Electroverse.co to post the Bitchute link to: [Wilfully] Uninformed Consent:
www.bitchute.com/.../lENx8GqiWfDR   and Awaken with JP: UNKNOWN Cause of Alberta Death? Cause Unknown/SADS. Our Latest
Propaganda! August 20th, 2022. Too funny and timely, enjoy. www.bitchute.com/.../Id7lAUWSF2uC
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Winston777
Joined On 8/18/2013 10:39:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is Hyperbaric oxygen therapy useful in cleansing blood cancer? If not, are ther naturopathic treatments in integrative and regenerative
medicine other than chemo therapy?
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Video won't play. Signed up to Librti and Matador. Still won't play. I guess we won't be seeing this either.
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe the new security upgrade’ has another level of censorship built in.
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bburns1955
Joined On 8/1/2011 10:21:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try the other links -- www.bitchute.com/.../M9uSvv3svN7l
 live.childrenshealthdefense.org/premiere-uninformed-consent-a-matador-..
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